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� Background

In Fortran ��� character length cannot be deferred until allocation� In Fortran ����� without
change� one will in addition not be able to defer specifying parameters of parameterized derived
types until allocation� nor will one be able to allocate a polymorphic object with a type extended
from its declared type� This paper addresses those de�ciencies�

Speci�cations and syntax were proposed in �����r�� and approved with minor amendments�
A post�meeting �����r� included the amendments� ������r� attempted to provide edits� but
failed to address the need to allow more general expressions than speci�cation expressions in
explicitly typed allocations� and it was therefore withdrawn�

� Edits

Edits refer to �����r�� Page and line numbers are displayed in the margin� Absent other
instructions� a page and line number or line number range implies all of the indicated text
is to be replaced by immediately following text� while a page and line number followed by �
indicates that immediately following text is to be inserted after the indicated line� Remarks for
the editor are noted in the margin� or appear between � and � in the text�

�Editor� Change ����or assumed� to ����or be assumed or deferred��� �������

�Editor� Start a new section after note 	�	� Add �deferred� to the index�� ��������

	
�
� Deferred type parameters

A deferred type parameter is a nonkind type parameter of an entity for which specifying
the value is deferred until the entity is allocated �
������ associated with a target ������� or
associated with an actual argument ����	���� The values of deferred type parameters of unal�
located variables or disassociated pointers are unde�ned� A deferred type parameter may be
speci�ed in a type declaration statement or a component de�nition statement� A deferred type
parameter may be speci�ed only if the entity has the POINTER or ALLOCATABLE attribute�
A deferred type parameter is indicated by a colon� An entity that is declared with a deferred
type parameter is a deferred�parameter entity�

�Editor� Replace clause beginning �it is required���� with the following�� ����������

it is required to specify values explicitly for all kind parameters of a derived type entity� and
either to defer or specify values explicitly for all nonkind parameters of a derived type entity�

or � ��������

Constraint� An asterisk or colon may be used as a type�param�value only for a nonkind
type parameter�

��	�����

Constraint� A colon may be used as a type�param�value only if the declared entity has
the POINTER or ALLOCATABLE attribute�

��	����
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If the type�param�value is an integer expression� and the derived�type�spec is speci�ed within a
type�declaration�stmt or a data�component�def�stmt then the type�param�value shall be a spec�
i�cation expression�

�Editor� Start a new paragraph� Add �deferred� to the index�� ��
����

A nonkind parameter of a derived type that is speci�ed by a colon is a deferred type parameter
�	������ Speci�cation of the values of deferred parameters is deferred until execution of an
ALLOCATE statement �
������ pointer assignment ������� or argument association ����	����

�Editor� Delete the constraint� Replace �allocatable array� by �allocatable variable� everywhere �
���
it appears��

R��� char�len�param�value is scalar�int�expr �
����

or � �
�����

Constraint� If char�len�param�value is colon the declared entities shall also have either
the POINTER or the ALLOCATABLE attribute�

�
�����

If the char�len�param�value value is an integer expression� and the char�length is speci�ed within �
��������
a type�declaration�stmt or a data�component�def�stmt then the char�len�param�value shall be a
speci�cation expression�

�Editor� Start a new paragraph� Add �deferred� to the index�� �
������

A deferred character length parameter is a deferred nonkind type parameter ��new section�
	����� of a character entity� it is speci�ed by a colon char�len�param�value� Speci�cation of the
length of the character entity is deferred until execution of an ALLOCATE statement �
������
pointer assignment ������� or argument association ����	����

in a type declaration statement� a component de�nition statement� or an ALLOCATE state� �
��	��
ment� Nonkind type parameters may be deferred�

type and type parameters may be speci�ed in a type declaration statement� a component �
������
de�nition statement� or an ALLOCATE statement� Nonkind type parameters may be deferred�

R
�� allocate�stmt is ALLOCATE � � type�spec �� � allocation�list ��
����
� � STAT � stat�variable � �

�Editor� Change �array� to �variable�� ��
���� ���

Constraint� The type�spec shall not be CLASS� ��
�����

Constraint� If a type�spec is speci�ed� the intrinsic type or type�name shall be the same
type as for the declared type of allocate objects that are not polymorphic� or
the name of an extension type �	����� of the declared type of allocate objects
that are polymorphic ����������

Constraint� If the shape of an allocate object is deferred� allocate�shape�spec�list shall be
speci�ed�

�Editor� Start a new paragraph�� ��
�����

When an ALLOCATE statement is executed type parameters may be speci�ed by the values
of expressions given in the type�spec in the allocate statement� A value shall be speci�ed for
every deferred type parameter� If a value is speci�ed for a nondeferred type parameter� it shall
be the same as the value speci�ed in the object�s declaration� Otherwise� an error condition
exists�

Type parameter values are associated with type parameter names as speci�ed in 	����� If a
type parameter value is associated by position with a type parameter name� a type parameter
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value shall be associated by position with all type parameter names that appear earlier in the
type parameter name list �including type parameter names inherited from an extensible type�s
parent type��

Subsequent rede�nition or unde�nition of any entity within any expression that provides a value
for a deferred type parameter does not a�ect the value of the parameter�

If a type is speci�ed� allocation of a polymorphic object ��������� allocates an object with the
speci�ed dynamic type� otherwise it allocates an object with the declared type of the object�

If an allocate�shape�spec�list is speci�ed for an array that is not a deferred�shape array� the
bounds speci�ed shall be the same as the bounds for the object� otherwise� an error condition
exists�

�Editor� Change �bound� to �bound or type parameter value��� ��
��
�

�Editor� Change �At the time� to �When� and change �array� to �deferred�shape array��� ��
��	�

�Editor� Delete �it was moved to �
������� �������

�Editor� Start a new paragraph� ��������

If pointer�object has deferred nonkind parameters� the values of those parameters are assumed
from the values of the corresponding parameters of target�

Do we need to say anything about the relation of explicitly speci�ed nonkind parameters of J� note

pointer�object and target� Character length is apparently not a problem� but are the values of
other explicitly speci�ed nonkind type parameters of pointer�object required to be the same as
corresponding nonkind type parameters of target�

�Editor� Change �character length is assumed� to �character length is assumed or deferred�� ��������

�Editor� Change �or a target� to �� a target� or has a deferred type parameter��� ��������

�Editor� Replace �type parameters� by �non�deferred type parameters��� ��	�������

�Editor� Replace �type parameters� by �non�deferred type parameters��� ��	����

�Editor� Add new paragraph after Note ������ ��	��	���

If a dummy argument is a deferred�parameter entity and does not have INTENT�OUT� the
values of the deferred type parameters are assumed from the corresponding type parameters of
the actual argument� If the dummy argument has INTENT�OUT�� the corresponding actual
argument is a pointer and its pointer association status ��	�
����� is disassociated� or the cor�
responding actual argument is allocatable but not allocated� the deferred type parameters are
unde�ned�

If a dummy argument does not have INTENT�IN� the corresponding actual argument shall
have deferred the same type parameters as the dummy argument�

There really isn�t any point to the combination of INTENT�IN� and deferred parameters� since J� note

one could in this case use assumed parameters� It is� however� easier to allow than to prohibit
the combination�

deferred type parameter �	����� A derived type parameter speci�ed by a colon� ��
���	��

deferred�parameter entity �	����� A derived type or character entity having a deferred type
parameter�


